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Legacy of NESCC
Origins in the nuclear renaissance
Examples of successes

Issued technical reports
Concrete and Concrete repair 
HDPE 
Welding 
 Electrical Cable

NRC endorsed several developed standards
 Thanks to all participants, particularly DOE and 

ANSI, for your past and future support



NRC Standards Forum

 NRC believes Standards Forum is consistent with the 
goals of NTTAA and OMB Circular A-119
 NRC Principles of Good Regulation for openness

 Inaugural NRC Standards Forum continues the goals 
of the NESCC
 “Collaborate to Accelerate” standards development

 Build on experience from NESCC
 Some changes to approach



Today’s Environment

 Nuclear renaissance (for large LWRs) is 
winding down

 NRC downsizing commensurately
 NRC’s Project Aim affects NRC’s standards 

activities
 Focus on standards most needed for regulatory needs
 Some limitations on travel and participation

 New!  NRC is interested in leveraging 
standards to accelerate licensing of 
advanced non-LWRs



Doing things differently

 NRC Forum more participatory
 Success dependent on you
 Approach

 Explore an area of interest (e.g., license renewal)
Participants & NRC provide relevant information in 

Forum
Determine potential standards needed & 

plan/roadmap for development

 Volunteers form a “Coalition of the Willing”
 NRC facilitate project team meetings



Coalition of the Willing
(We are the Champions!)

End user organization – demand signal
proxy can be NEI and EPRI

SDO representatives
NRC representative
Other stakeholders

Technical development (DOE, EPRI, etc.)



A Champion

Data and Information 

CHAMPION

SDO



The true Champion

 Lesson learned:  Weak link in development of 
desired standards is not having a true Champion
 Champion:  Person/organization willing to champion the 

issue in an SDO Committee leading to a standard

 Goal:  Identify and empower a true Champion



Roles of Coalition of the Willing 
(project support team)

Seek to identify the true Champion
 Initial representatives from the Forum identify 

actionable POCs within their organizations
Help develop plan/roadmap for development 

(technical basis, intended standard, Regulatory 
Guide, schedule, etc.) 

 Implicit commitment by representatives to 
develop and use the standard when it is 
developed (not guaranteed)

Coalition provides the support needed for a true 
Champion to be identified and empowered to 
perform



“Success” for this Forum

 Participants in the Forum sign up as initial 
representatives to a Coalition of the Willing for 
at least several topics

 Sufficient representation for a Coalition of the 
Willing exists for several topics such that NRC 
can facilitate future project meetings



“Success” for a Coalition
(after this Forum)

Initial reps identify actionable POCs for 
organizations

True Champion identified
Plan/roadmap developed



Going Forward
 When Coalition has sufficient representation, NRC will 

facilitate project team meetings
 Project teams meetings by SDO to facilitate several related 

topics at once?

 NRC will maintain list of Coalitions for each topic and 
status

 NRC will provide reports on progress during each Forum
 Coalitions that do not have sufficient representation

 Will be listed in a Pending status
 Will be reviewed each Forum
 Will be closed if it is determined that insufficient interest 

exists to move the topic forward



TODAY

 Topics of interest in nuclear standards
 Review of topics transferred from NESCC to 

Forum for potential to form Coalitions
 EPRI and DOE provide information on 

potential topics where Coalitions can be 
formed leading to standards

 You are the CHAMPIONs!
 Signup chart in back of room



Score Card

Place graphic of Carol’s  
Chart here



Questions?


